General Notes:

1. No attempt has been made by CSR, Inc., to verify the actual legal descriptions, deed restrictions, easements, or ownership boundaries. Any surveys performed are for the use of the client and his representatives.

2. Reference documents:

   Our Surveying Boundary Survey of property, which is on BRAC located in Section 1, T. 15, S. 1, R. 18, W. 1/2, T. 15, S. 1, R. 18, W. 1/2, and the property lines thereof, are not to be used for legal purposes. The property lines are subject to errors and omissions.

3. Section lines have not been verified in the field and are not used for general locating purposes only.

4. Neither a jurisdictional legal determination nor any data from CSR, Inc., is not part of the survey.

5. This is not a property boundary survey and is not intended to meet Louisiana Standards of Practice for Property Boundary Surveys.

---

Exhibit C. Iberville Industrial & Technology Park Property Boundary Survey